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Abstract 
Electronic dictionaries are nowadays to be considered as distinct and partially autonomous tools for 
common users, teachers and researchers. Information coded in the printed edition is extraordinarily in- 
creased and strengthened by querying functions implemented in the electronic version. Six of the major 
Italian human readable electronic dictionaries (ED) have been analyzed in order to observe capabilities 
of data extraction from the printed version, to estimate performance capabilities, observing advanced 
search features, user-friendliness in interface design, integration with other applications, etc. Finally, a 
number ofcharacteristics have been selected that should be considered for future development, with the 
purpose of meeting different user's needs, namely portability, exportation and integration modes, addi- 
tional structured content and documentation. 

1 Italian Electronic dictionaries 

An immense amount ofresearch has been produced, dealing with electronic dictionaries' 
(ED) potentials, different ED typologies, lexical databases and computational lexicography. 
In this paper an attempt at evaluating state-of-the-art products will be conducted, aiming at 
highlighting strengths and weaknesses ofItalian human readable electronic versions ofprint- 
ed dictionaries. Furthermore, we will try to illustrate some unexplored potentials emerging 
from user's specific needs in the exploitation oflexicographic data. 

Six of the major Italian human readable electronic dictionaries (ED) have been observed, 
analyzed and evaluated: 1) Garzanti (2006) [GZ]; 2) De Mauro, Gradit (2003) [GRADIT]; 
3) De Mauro, Paravia (2000) [DMP]; 4) Devoto-Oli (2005) [DO]; 5) Sabatini-Coletti (2006) 
[DISC]; 6) Zińgarelli (2006) [ZNG]. Three points ofinterest have been compared, regarding 
retrieval power, performance evaluation and user-friendliness. 

2 Retrieval system and query syntax 

Information retrieval systems and query syntax are to be considered the main innovation 
in dictionary usage, introduced by EDs, compared to their printed versions. Retrieval in EDs 
implies a completely new way ofsearching linguistic material and a number ofdifferent new 
dictionary uses (Atkins 1998; Wiegand 1998; De Schryver, Joffe 2004). What will be debat- 
ed here are not the actual capabilities in extracting significant linguistic information from the 
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lexicographic database, since it would imply a discussion on specific choices made by each 
lexicographer in marking up certain aspects, and applying certain rules for tag attribution. 
The object of this comparison will be retrieval power of the software associated with the spe- 
cific information provided by the respective printed version. This means that retrieval power 
is an internal characteristic defined by the relationship between querying options and linguis- 
tic tags present in each printed dictionary. Strengths and weaknesses in look-up routes are 
thus to be evaluated within each single dictionary plan and design frame. Advanced search 
options let the user define multiple criteria in order to obtain not a single look-up entry, but a 
set of lexemes that satisfy those criteria. Table 1 shows different potentials of the six dictio- 
naries at giving the user the possibility of elaborating formal patterns as a retrieval requisite. 

• • DISC OMP DO GRADIT GZ 2NG 
Heac)wuM + + * *• + •• 

intfeeteđ tor» + „ + * + + 
Comp»: words + + „ + +       j 
Search ¡n AÉnltlofts + + - * +       I       '* 
Logical operatora * * - * ... 4- 

Wildcards • •• _ •* — + 
Beginning, containing, ending In + * +       J       + - - 

Table 1. Advanced Search Options 

In this category fall the opportunity of starting a search from an inflected form (which are 
the headwords corresponding to the same textual token? E.g. this kind of search for porta 
leads to a couple of entries equivalent to porta as a singular noun, and porta as third person 
singular of the verb portare). The same system applies to complex words (idioms, colloca- 
tions, etc.) and the option at exploring the entire dictionary as a linguistic corpus (including 
definitions). Advanced search options often include usage of logical operators (such as AND, 
OR, NOT, and in some cases NEAR, ATADISTANCE OF, FOLLOWED BY, etc.) and, in a 
number of dictionaries, the ability to use wildcards (*.?) to specify formal patterns (e.g. all 
headwords and inflected forms starting with psicologie- and ending with only one additional 
character, thus excluding psicologicamente, etc.). 

A relevant aspect connected with retrieval capabilities is linked to the possibility of fur- 
ther treatment of previously run searches, letting the user copy, print, save and export lists 
produced by advanced search (Table 2). From this point of view most products available are 
insufficient. Only GRADTT can save searches and create user defined dictionaries (made of a 
sub-set of the total entries selected by advanced search criteria). None of the dictionaries al- 
lows the user to copy, print or export list of words corresponding to a search, reducing drasti- 
cally further treatment of lexicographic data (e.g. for learning tasks, working on lists for 
comparison and study, etc.). 
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I DISC DMP   i    00 í GftABtT !      0Z zm 
I Copy sfingie entufes * *     I     «, *       |       +  *• 

I copy lists - í _ — 
I Plint sinulo ••••••. * *     I     * *        t       * * 
í RÏn{ !¿'te . j \ ~ 
|©CpS¿t;HS¿ - ( ......... - 
i S»*OWOTt» » f  .. - *       1 „ 
I User defined d;clioniaiics - t *       I - 

Table 2. Advanced search lists treatment potentials 

Grammatical tags (N, V, Adj, etc.), inflectional paradigms, dependencies, frequency 
mark-up, usage tags (e.g. literary, rare, regional; technical, etc.), specific field domains (as- 
tronomy, medicine, computer science, etc.) can serve as criteria for advanced search in some 
of the observed EDs (Table 3). 

OfôC OMP DO GRAOrr SŽ me 
Gramma* 
€•••••••• ••••••• 
DcrivuSv« iind compounds 
•••# fwreetp» 
Dftpérrôenťy and Vátoňw 

Ffequeml texem.es 

fteftiňg ••0 •• 
'Rcgbtar 
SpftciTiCfictó doroafrm 

Table 3. Usage Mark-up 

3 Performance evaluation 

Among relevant aspects for ED usage in classroom and teaching activities is heaviness of 
software and hardware requirements (memory, space, OS, etc. see Table 4). The only Italian 
ED which does not require installation is Devoto-Oli (2005), although is nevertheless one of 
the slowest in charging the first search screen. Speed in performance generally decreases 
with more advanced search criteria selected and a wider lexicographic base (as in GRADIT, 
by far the larger and detailed). Highest retrieval speed is reached by DMP. Hard-disk space, 
which is a considerably significant parameter, varies from ca. 4 MB in Zingarelli to ca. 625 
MB in GRADIT (due to the extensive lexicographic base) and Garzanti (due to audio files of 
pronunciation ofall entries). In some cases there is no possibility offull installation, enabling 
the user to access ED content, without the cd-rom inserted in the drive: Devoto-Oli, GRA- 
DIT and Zingarelli do not offer this option. As to operating system requirements, only GRA- 
DIT and Devoto-Oli can be used on OS other than Microsoft Windows. 
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_ QÌSC.. , 
* 

DMP 00 GRAOÍT oz ZNG 
imWläbňn iequli*d « w * # * 
•••-• •• •••»{•\•••$ ••8 2PMB ~ 15 • »ii 4• 
•• 'd-d •• space im s*) ZW MB 3D MB ^ ůM MS ÖS IMS 4:M8 
Fu') ¡n&taíijiíOft * • ~ — * »* 
RAM m •• nu*a •••• a«al, IS» 13S MB :»¡••••••, 
OS Wind&wa Windews 

Un«: 
wind»« ¥•!)*)•; WWw** 

!»tes««» mwwmå Pm&. =*• * - „ •# „ 

Table 4. System requirements 

4 User-friendliness versus flexibility 

Extremely relevant in ED evaluation is user-friendliness in the interface characteristics. 
User-friendliness is in itself a value, only when it does not affect overall performance and 
flexibility options. The more complex are, for example, advanced search options, more diffi- 
cult is the creation of a friendly environment for the user, and the need of direct access to de- 
tailed documentation, at the price of a loss in immediacy of usage. User-friendliness is fur- 
thermore a relative concept, that can be applied to different user's needs and capabilities: 
learners', teachers', researchers' (Koren 1997; Iacobini 2003). Extremely hard is meeting all 
those need in one environment. Generally, Italian EDs correspond to the tendency in making 
prevail user-friendliness in those works which are poorer in search capabilities, like Garzanti 
and Devoto-Oli, and viceversa. GRADIT and Zingarelli, being the more flexible in advanced 
search options, are comparatively more complex in data and criteria selection methods. Be- 
sides the mere graphical interface (colours, screen layout and presentation, font choice and 
size), user friendliness can be mainly identified with the typology of selection of different 
criteria for advanced search. Items from a closed list (such as grammatical categories, usage 
marks, frequency data, chronology, specific field domain, etc.) can be selected and combined 
in various ways: choosing the item from a drop-down list, typing, clicking on a checkbox or 
calling a pop up list. Combination of different criteria, where possible, can be obtained by: 
logical operators (AND, OR, NOT selected from a list or typed in), +/- icons, checkbox sym- 
bols (), specific syntax (software specific wildcards, regular expressions): Specific syntax be- 
ing the least usable and immediate combination method. Combination of criteria is some- 
times only possible for different types of.category (you can select all nouns which are rare 
and specific of astronomy, but you cannot select with one query all nouns and verbs which 
are rare or frequent and specific of any field except physics): as in the limited search capabil- 
ities of Devoto-Oli and Garzanti. 

D1SSP DO       Í     DISC GZ       j   GRADII ZNG 
Kem selection + *         I        * **         1         * + 

- drûp-dowft fet •+ *         i         * **    i    * _ 
- •••-•• fist _ I -      í      - + 

-řypine _ _ j        *• * 
-checkbox .- I         * I - 
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Combination or criteria + + * _ • • 

- dror>down Bst + *• + _ *• — 
-iogicaJ operators •+ _ - - • + 
- icons or symbote •• - .- - _ ._ 
- checkbox symbols - - + - _ _ 
- specific Syntax - - ._ ~ * • 

Combination of trio samo 
type of criteria 

+ - + - + + 

Table 5. Selection and combination of search criteria 

5 User's needs 

The perfect ED being an idealized product for an idealized user, the integration of ex- 
treme flexibility demanded by the expert user (teacher, researcher and curious reader) and 
easy and friendliness of use asked by the student and young user is not always possible to ac- 
complish. No publisher has developed the idea of producing both a student and a researcher 
version of the ED including the same content with different interface, search and processing 
options. Common to both types of user is need of portability (by full install), integration of 
ED resources with word processing and other textual environments (see Table 4). Common 
users also demand more standardized integration (as the inclusion of word and internet ex- 
plorer toolbars), and additional contents like tables and summary points in hypertext form (as 
ordinary printed dictionaries traditionally present). 

The advanced users' needs focus more on still lacking capabilities: mainly the abilityto 
create user defined dictionaries (from queries and multiple queries), to export lists (corre- 
sponding to queries) in various forms (textual list of headwords) and export databases from 
queries (e.g. tables including criteria selected in the queries treatable by spreadsheets). The 
ability to use advanced search output as a first move towards teaching and developing learn- 
ing aids, and researching vocabulary is the capital step in actual dictionary exploitation. EDs 
are not the same product as printed dictionaries, even if they might (and do) include the same 
content. Extraction and retrieval procedures enable new unpredictable and open-ended 
search tasks, that are wasted if not fully processable by other means (including word process- 
ing, and lexical bases for natural language processing). 

Along with those critical demands, a further need for more explicitness in the lexicogra- 
pher's choices specified in the documentation (that should be fully available in the cd-rom 
and in the installed directory) is clearly sensed. Only GRADIT offers both (De Mauro 1999a; 
1999b; 2005). Explicit highlighting of mark-up application and theoretical and applied issues 
are extremely useful for the interpretation of lists retrieved and for the general understanding 
of the electronic resource power. What is formally the same query (e.g. selection for all 
nouns, in the most frequent words list, starting with letter <T>), does not produce the same 
results when administered to different EDs. To be able to appreciate and evaluate those dif- 
ferences a detailed account of the lexicographers' choices is indispensable (both in printed 
and electronic versions). 

Publishers' preoccupation for software piracy should not stop suggested improvements 
(particularly full install features and export capabilities). All the six Italian EDs analyzed are 
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shared in peer-to-peer nets (like E-mule, Limewire, WinMX, etc.), most have cracked ver- 
sions and serial key-generators widely available on the internet. All versions are fully work- 
ing. For every system developed to prevent piracy there is a hacker that in a few minutes 
brakes the code and shares his work with others. For example, compelling the user to insert 
the cd-rom in the drive to use it is extremely disturbing, and does not prevent any hacker to 
provide a cd-rom image that can be run virtually (with DaemonTools or any other drive-emu- 
lation software), thus bypassing the problem. It does on the other hand prevent many buyers 
from not purchasing a product that is not fully accessible and portable. 

EDs are exceptionally powerful tools. Those capabilities should be brought to their maxi- 
mum of exploitation, by focusing on different users and their respective needs, and letting 
the ED as a linguistic resource be finally integrated with natural language processing, re- 
search demands, teaching and learning activities. 
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